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Intuitive understanding of molecules
H. Primas, Chemie in unserer Zeit, 19, 109 (1985), G. Ch. Mellau, in preparation
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[H,C,N] molecular system
Potential function form: Mourik et al. J. Chem. Phys., 2001, 115, 3706-3718  
HCN/HNC eigenenergy and eigenvector data sets






































Complete pattern based assignment of all 
168.110 ab initio rotation-vibration 
eigenenergies
G.Ch. Mellau, J. Chem. Phys. 133, 164303 (2010), 
G.Ch. Mellau, J. Chem. Phys. 134, 234303 (2011),… 11 papers
G.Ch. Mellau, J. Chem. Phys.,134, 234303 (2011) … & this work
from experiments
Source 1): UCL Exomol ab initio list
Source 2): extended 1) to higher energies 
with stored eigenvectors and improved 
convergence (A. Kyuberis, O. Polyansky, 
N. F. Zobov )
Complete (v1,v2,v3,l) assigned ab initio up to 
the isomerization barrier
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Molecular double well problem   
Vibrational signature of the isomerization  
Vibrational signature of a transition state  
„barrier anharmonicity“
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HCN 0v20 l=3… bending series
HCN/HCN l=0 bending frequency analyis
Nearly separable isomerizing system




Separation of motion: one-dimensional Hamiltonian in the bending angle parameterized by the
v1 and v3 stretch quantum numbers -> Vv1;v3 ( γ) pseudopotentials
Transition state spectroscopy ↔ “frequency analysis”
J. H. Baraban, P. B. Changala, G. C. Mellau, J. F. Stanton, A. J. Merer, and R. W. Field, Science, 350, 1338 (2015)
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